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Preface 
 

Strenghtening  the quality of education can be realized through innovation and development of 

education. A model development in accordance with materials taught covers strategies, approach, and 

method implemented in the learning process. Various models have been developed as a trend to 

improve learning quality, including learning media, the integration of materials which fit to the 

learning condition,  long-distant learning, and a web-based learning.   This international seminar on 

education discussing innovation and development about education  with concept or development 

implementation in education  

This International Seminar on Education, a cooperation between the Postgraduate  Program of 

the University of Muhammadiyah Malang Indonesia and Musa Asiah Foundation of Cambodia is 

intended to study any issues concerning with strengthening teacher professionalism thorugh an 

interdisciplinary approach. This seminar is appropriate and can give some chanches to share ideas 

useful for improving the quality of education. 

 

Selangor,  April 27 2013 

Editor 
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Obtaining The Ni80Fe20 Thin Film Smoothness Through The Capasitance Value Of 

Film In The R-C Serial Device  

Moh. Toifur 

Physics Department  

Ahmad Dahlan University Yogyakarta,  

Email: mtoifur@yahoo.com 

 
Abstract: Capacitive properties of Ni80Fe20 thin film as the result of sputtering on the various 

deposition field (Bdep) from 0 up to 600 G was reached. The aim of the research is to determine the 

smoothness of film with investigating the capacitance due to film porosities, and the performance 

of film as low pass filter. Device constitute of the resistor R = 769.9  serially connected with a 

film. Device was supplied with AC voltage from AFG. Investigating the capacitive properties was 

done on the 100 kHz frequency, while investigating the cut-off frequency was done in the range of 

100 up to 1000 kHz. The output and input voltage were investigated through oscilloscope. From 

investigating the capacitive properties show that all samples display capacitive properties. The 

lowest capacitance according to the sample resulted from deposition on the Bdep of 300 G that is 

0.09 pF, which is show the smoothest film compared with others.  

 

Key words: capacitance, sputtering,  

Research on surface roughness is mostly done in the fields of industry, including electronic material 

industry, metal and rock. Investigation of smoothness of the surface traditionally is determined by 

using the stillus which the results is stated in the average value of the rise and fall of the surface plus 

the deviation. Stillus method is further developed techniques such as computerized readings
 
(F Luk, 

1989) determination of error becomes more absolute by negating the roughness of reference 

(Katherine, 1990), the method of data collection is not only in the horizontal direction but also in 

combination with the vertical direction (Ulf, 2006) 
.
 

Nevertheless stillus methods has several disadvantages such sample surface becomes 

deformed, long time, construction is complicated, expensive, need people who are skilled to operate 

(Bogdan, 1986). The goodness of the results also depends on the cross-sectional end stillus (M 

Diederich, 2009). As in complaining by Propoat (Ersin, 2010)
.
 for a sample of rock it is required an 

information where surface part of the continuous and discontinuous parts are. This method is often 

found substantial errors. The next development was reading surface roughness based on optical 

methods. In the optical method, the beam used is a laser beam [7,and x-ray (SH Wang, 2000, Lisa, 

1998), beam can be directly on the sample surface or guided by fiber optics without contact to the 

sample (J Valicek, 2012).  

Data taken from intensity of reflection light (Miho, 2010). More rugged material will have a 

reflectivity curve to angle 2, steeper than the materials that are less harsh. This method was 

developed further and was able to show the intensity of each point on the surface of the samples 

according to the depth (Anayet, 2011). Mazule developed a method of total integrated scattering (L 

Mazule, tt). Similarly, the images obtained in 3-D, where the resulting image is a combination of light 

microscopy and regulating lighting on the computer (Ossama, 2010). This method has several 

advantages including non-contact, real time, clear and accurate so very suitable if it is used in metal 

(Govindan 2007, Zahide,1999)
.
 

  In this paper, we will display a completely different method to the methods that have been 

developed by previous researchers. We know that, in a smooth film it was not found or contain only 

slight porosity because the atoms are homogeneity spread on each location on surface of the substrate. 

In contrast the rough film contains lot porosities. Porosity can be seen as small cavities micron-sized 

or smaller. If the film is from conductor (both magnetic and non-metallic magnetic), the presence of 

porosity may interfere to the conducting process of electrical current so the conductivity of film 

deviates from the normal. For very thin films, the presence of porosity can be transparent so it can be 

observed using a tool as optical microscopy. 

If a film containing porosity on both sides is supplied with a voltage source, either DC or AC, 

the cavity that adjacent to the positive pole will have positive potential more than the cavity adjacent 

to the negative pole. As a result, the electrical current will flow from the positive pole toward the 

mailto:mtoifur@yahoo.com
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negative pole. If the flowing of electric current strike the cavity, apart of the current will take another 

route out of the cavity and apart of them occupy the two side of cavity as the surface charge. As a 

result, this cavity can role as a capacitor and the medium in the cavity acts as a dielectric. Film having 

a lot number cavities or have the large size cavity has a large capacitance, while in contrast on a film 

which has a fewer and a smaller cavities will has a small capacitance. 

This paper will discuss determining the value of the capacitance of permalloy thin film 

(Ni80Fe20) as a results of sputtering on various deposition field. The estimation that the film has a 

capacitive character was tested by using a serial RC circuit which is connected to AC voltage source 

from AFG (Audio Frequency Generator) in the squarewave form with a frequency that can be set. 

Output voltage is displayed visually through CRO screen. If the output voltage of film is the triangle 

wave the film is capacitive properties. Furthermore, the value of C can be determined by two ways 

that are from value of a fitting constant B that is equal to 1/RC if data (ti, vi) is fitted according to the 
BxAey  where x = t and y = V; another is from the time constants RCτ  corresponding to the 

voltage max66,0 VV   on the V vs. t curve. 

Theory 

1. Character of capacitive film 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a)      (b) 

Fig. 1. (a) Response of capacitor voltage (Vo) of the square wave input voltage (Vi). (b) Graph of 

V vs. t and  = RC position corresponding to V = 0.66 Vmax 

 

If on electrical circuit containing a capacitor is supplied by square wave voltage, then output voltage 

in capacitor is no longer the square wave but there is a reduction to a triangular wave. This reduction is 

due to the event charging and discharging on the capacitor. The curvature mode of input and output is 

as shown in Fig. 1. The equation for the output on capacitor is: 

 RCt
o eVtV /

max 1)(    (1) 

Where t = time, R = resistance, C = capacitance, Vmax = The maximum voltage. On t = RC or 

commonly referred to as the time constant, , so eq. (1) becomes: 

max66,0)( VtVo    (2) 

 

t 

V(
t) 

Vi 

Vo 
0,66Vma

x 

 = 
RC 

t 

V(t) 
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2. Serial RC circuit 

 

 

Fig. 2 Serial RC circuit 

 

Serial RC circuit is shown in Fig. 2. In practice, component C can be replaced by a thin film which 

have resistance RL. Therefore the total resistance in a circuit consisted of R0 and RL is: 

 

LRRR  0  (6) 

 

where R0 = load resistance outside the film and RL = resistance of the film. Film resistance arise 

from imperfect of crystal structure of the atoms in the film, vibration of atoms in the film by 

temperature effect, and the presence of impurity in the film. On magnetic film the resistance is still 

added by interaction between conduction  electrons originated from electrical current with the valence 

electrons in magnetic materials if the spin-spin opposites 

 

3. Determination of capacitance of film 

 

From eq. (1) we can fit the time and voltage data (ti, vi) according to the eq.: 

BxAeyy  0    (7) 

where x is time and y is voltage. From the fitting we obtained fitting constants A and B where B = 

1/RC. By inserting the value of R according to eq. (6) to constant B it will be determined the value of 

C: 

)(

1
  

0 LRRB
C


   (8) 

Another way to determine the value C is finding the time constant  corresponds to 0.66 Vmax, as 

stated in eq. (2). If  and R known then: 

C =  / R (9) 

 

Experimental Procedures 

 

1. Materials research 

The material studied is thin permalloy film  resulted from sputtering technique in the various 

deposition field from 50 s / d 600 G. 

2. Research tools 

Principal equipment used in this study consisted of: AFG for AC voltage source. Frequency used 

in this experiment is 100 up to 1000 kHz, optical microscope 40 times magnification for making 

photograph of surface film and the images can be stored in a file. The oscilloscope is used for 

observe AFG input and output film waveforms. To observe the input voltage, output voltage and 

resistance of film it is used Digital Multimaster 570 brands Extech Instruments True RMS. In 

addition for photographing the output signal of oscilloscope it is used E4300 digital camera brand 

~ C 

R

0 

AFG V

i 
V

o 
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Nixon, Nixon Corp production Japan, two point probes is used to supply voltages in the film, the 

potentiometer is used for determining the R that suitable to the requirements after serially arranged 

together with film. In addition to these tools it is also used Igor software for data fitting process 

between Vo and t according to equation (7). 

 

Research procedures 

 

The research was conducted through the following procedures: 

a. Thin surface film Ni80Fe20 is photographed with an optical microscope and stored with the 

specified file name. 

b. Making a serial RC circuit as shown on Fig. 2 with installing a film as a capacitor and connecting 

device with the source of AFG AC voltage at a frequency 100 kHz. Observation of input and 

output voltages on oscilloscope is installed on dual mode (XY) so that Vi and Vo can be clearly 

distinguished. Furthermore, the display on the CRO screen is photographed with a digital camera. 

Meanwhile, measurements of film resistance is done with multimaster. 

c. Repeating the procedure a and b for another sample. 

 

Results and Discussion 

 

3. Photopraph of Ni80Fe20 thin film  

In Fig. 3 it is shown a photograph of Ni80Fe20 thin film resulting from deposition by sputtering 

technique in the various deposition field from 0 up to 600 gauss. The photograph was taken with 

an optical microscope. Black line at the bottom of the picture show the length of 1 mm. From 

these images it is appears that all the films containing porosities. Furthermore, it is known that the 

larger the deposition field the more number of porosities. 

 

 

 
Bdep = 0 gauss 

 

 
Bdep = 150 gauss 

 

 
Bdep = 300 gauss 

 

 
Bdep = 450 gauss 

 

 
Bdep = 600 gauss 

 

 

Fig. 3. Photograph of surface Ni80Fe20 thin film resulting from the sputtering at the various 

deposition field. 

 

The larger deposition field from 0 up to 300 gauss the fewer and smaller average size of porosity. 

Therefore the surface of film is increasingly smooth. While in the deposition field of 300 up to 

600 gauss surface film is seen increasingly rough. From the two conditions we know that the 

optimum Bdep to produce the smoothest surface film is 300 gauss. It is also estimated that value of 

C for this film is small compared to the other film. 
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2. Capacitive character of film 

 

In Fig. 4 it is displayed photograph of V vs. t curve of each film on the oscilloscope screen. Picture 

is taken at a frequency 100 KHz. From the graph it can be seen that all the films reveal capacitive 

character. It is characterized by a change of signal from square wave in input to triangle wave in 

output. Output waveforms such as those indicating the charging and discharging that occurs in the 

film. 

 

 
(a) 

  
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

 

 

Fig. 4. Input and output signals for several films resulted from sputtering on various deposition  field 

(a) 0 G, (b) 150 G, (c) 300 G, (d) 450 G, (e) 600 G. 

 

Furthermore, by looking the changes in curvature level of Vo and value Vmak on each graph, it 

is appear that the magnitude of field affect the value of C. On the slowing curve, it is known that if 

1/RC is large or C is small. In contrast on the steep curve Vo the value of C is large. In order to 

quantitatively determine the value of C, on subsection 3 it is displayed the values resulting from data 

fitting V vs. t of each sample. 

 

3. Capacitance of film 
 

in Table 1 it is shown equation of curve obtained from data fitting Vi vs ti for each sample 

according to eq. (7). From the value B of each equation, by taking R as shown on column 4 of Table 1, 

it is obtained value of C as shown in columns 5 and 6. 

 

Table 1 Equation from fitting of set data (ti, vi) for film resulted by sputtering on variation Bdep 

Bdep 

(G) 
Fitting Equation R () 

C from 

fitting 

constant of 

B (pF) 

C’ from 

time 

constant  
(pF) 

Relative 

error 

%100
'

'




C

C

 

0 
tetV 4718800078,556,4)(   4654,6 45,53 60,91 25,25 

150 
tetV 482180083,082,0)(   

146139

,6 1,42 1,48 4,16 

300 
tetV 133320050,450,4)(   

793877

0 0,09 0,10 8,19 

450 
tetV 334300087,1025,9)(   

177829

,6 1,78 2,49 32,47 

600 
tetV 42740,406,84,7)(   1078,6 2093,99 2614,40 19,91 
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Fig. 5 Graph the relationship between capacitance and field deposition. (a) The value of C 

calculated from fitting constant B, (b) The value of C calculated from the time constant. 

 

In column 5, table 1, it is appear that the capacitance of each film is small enough that is in 

order of 10
-1

 up to 10
3
 pF. Graphs depicting the relationship between capacitance and deposition field 

can be seen in Fig. 5. It is appear that the magnitude of the deposition field affect on the value of C. 

On deposition field of 0 up to 300 G, the value of C is dropped from 45.53 pF to 0.09 pF. In the 

deposition field of 300 up to 450 G, the value of C is rose from 0.09  pF up to 2093.99 pF. This is 

shows that the field Bdep 300 G is optimum field to produce the smoothest film and most little contains 

porosity relative to the other film. These results are consistent with that obtained by the photographs as 

refered in C.1. 

Conclusion 

From the discussion above it can be concluded some of the following: The method can be 

used as an alternative to  obtain the smoothness of metal thin film. Permalloy thin film resulted on Bdep 

= 300 G  has the smallest capacitance compared to the other permallois that is 0.09 pF which,  so the 

film is smoother than others. 
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